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Abstract 

We address the problem of how to integrate fault- 
tolerant internal and external clock synchronization. 
We propose a new algorithm which provides both ex- 
ternal and internal clock synchronization for as long 
as no more than F reference time servers out of a total 
of 2F+1 are faulty. When the number of faulty refer- 
ence time servers exceeds F ,  the algorithm degrades 
to  a fault-tolerant internal clock synchronization algo- 
rithm. We prove that at least 2F+1 reference time 
servers are necessary for achieving external clock syn- 
chronization when up to  F reference time servers can 
suffer arbitrary failures, thus our algorithm provides 
maximum fault-tolerance. The algorithm is also opti- 
mal in another sense: we show that the maximum de- 
viation between reference time and the clocks of non- 
reference time servers is minimal. 

1 Introduction 

Synchronized clocks are crucial for many fault- 
tolerant, real-time systems. Clocks can be externally 
or internally synchronized [l]: externally synchronized 
clocks are within a constant interval around reference 
time while internally synchronized clocks are within a 
constant interval of each other. This implies that ex- 
ternally synchronized clocks are always internally syn- 
chronized, but internally synchronized are not always 
externally synchronized. 

To achieve external synchronization, at least some 
time servers must have physical access to  reference 
time. Such servers typically use radio receivers to re- 
ceive the time signal broadcasts by a standard source 
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of time such as GPS. A time server with access to  ref- 
erence time signals is a reference time server, the other 
servers are non-reference time servers. Since the cost 
of the hardware components needed to  access external 
reference time signals is not negligible, one typically 
tries to minimize the number of reference time servers 
needed in a given system. Our first goal is to illumi- 
nate the issue of how many reference servers are nec- 
essary for providing external synchronization when up 
to F reference servers can fail in arbitrary ways. We 
prove that a total of 2F + 1 reference time servers is 
necessary and sufficient. 

In most fault-tolerant real-time systems we know, 
internal synchronization is required for the correct op- 
eration of the system, while external synchronization 
is mainly used to  give users convenient reference time 
information. For example in the Advanced Automa- 
tion System, the correctness of automated recovery 
from component failures depends on correct internal 
clock synchronization [a] but the system can continue 
to function in the absence of external clock synchro- 
nization in a degraded way. Our second goal is to  
present an algorithm that maintains externally syn- 
chronized clocks for as long as at least a majority of 
reference time servers remains correct, and degrades 
to internal clock synchronization when half or more of 
the reference servers become faulty. In particular, in a 
practical system with only one reference time server, 
our algorithm will guarantee that the correct clocks 
will always be internally synchronized and that they 
will also stay externally synchronized for as long as 
the reference time server stays correct. 

External clock synchronization algorithms typically 
bound the internal deviation between clocks by at 
least twice the reading error that a reference time 
server makes in reading the reference time [l]. Our 
third goal is to show how one can bound the maximum 
deviation between internally synchronized clocks inde- 
pendently of this reading error. For example, in our 
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Dependable Systems Laboratory, access to reference 
time involves a maximum error of more than 10 ms 
because the access is via a serial interface. However, 
instead of resigning to have a maximum deviation be- 
tween clocks of 20ms, we want to  bound their distance 
by a constant smallerthan 10ms. Our algorithm solves 
the above problem by providing a maximum deviation 
between clocks that is independent of the maximum 
error in accessing reference time. Thus, we achieve 
tight internal synchronization even when the reference 
time servers are only loosely synchronized to reference 
time. Other remarkable properties of our algorithm 
are as follows: the maximum deviation from external 
reference time is provably minimum and the drift rate 
from real-time when in degraded mode is also prov- 
ably minimum (about twice the maximum drift rate 
of hardware clocks). 

2 System Model 

We consider distributed systems consisting of nodes 
connected by a communication network. The pro- 
cesses that run on network nodes communicate with 
each other by exchanging messages. Each node runs 
a time server whose goal is to provide a synchronized 
clock to local clients. WE partition the set of time 
server processes P into the set of reference time servers 
PR and the set of non-reference time servers F N .  Let 
N = [PI, NR = ~PRI, and NN = denote the num- 
ber of time servers, reference time servers, and non- 
reference time servers, respectively. We assume that 
each reference time server and each non-reference time 
server has a unique rank, denoted by function rank, 
such that for T E P,, rank(r) E (1, .., N R -  1) and for 
p E P N ,  rant (p)  E { 1, .., NN - I}. We sometimes use 
the term process to  refer to a time server. 

A A A 

2.1 Clocks 

We assume that the granularity of real-time is in- 
finitesimal and denote with RI the set of all real- 
time values. We also assume that with each event e, 
one can associate its point of occurrence in real-time 
to (e)  [7]. Reference time is a granular representation 
of real-time. It is defined by a sequence of ticks tri ,  
i E {0 ,1 ,2 , .  . .}, such that (1) the distance between 
two successive ticks is exactly g, (the granularity of 
reference time) and (2) real-time and reference time 
are in perfect synchrony: 

Vi : g,. = to(tri+l) - to(tri)  Atri = to(tri) .  
For simplicity, we assume that the granularity of ref- 

erence time is negligible and we will not distinguish 
between reference time and real-time. 

Each time server has access to a local hardware 
clock. We assume that the granularity G of such clocks 
is negligible and denote with C'T the set of clock val- 
ues. A hardware clock typically consists of an oscil- 
lator and a counting register that is incremented by 
the ticks of the oscillator. For any time server p E P, 
H p ( t )  denotes the value displayed by the counter of 
p's hardware clock at real-time t .  A hardware clock 
H p  is correct in a time interval [s, w] if it measures the 
passage of all real-time intervals [t, U ]  C_ [s, w] with an 
error of at most p(u - t )  + G, where p is the maximum 
hardware clock drift rate specified by the clock man- 
ufacturer: 

(l-p)(u-ts)-G 5 Hp(u)-Hp(t) 5 (l+p)(u-t)+G. 
For most quartz clocks available in modern comput- 
ers, the constant p is of the order of Since p is 
such a small quantity, in this paper we ignore terms 
p' for i 2 2. For example, we equate (1 + p)-' with 
( l - p ) a n d ( l - p ) - '  w i t h ( l + p ) .  

Reference clocks allow reference time servers to ac- 
cess referenoe time. By definition, a correct reference 
clock is within a constant interval of reference time. 
This implies that  the drift rate of a correct reference 
clock is zero. We represent the reference clock of a 
reference time server p by a mapping X,, : RI + C I  
and denote with X p ( t )  the value of p's reference clock 
at real-time t . A reference clock X ,  is correct at time t 
if the deviation between real-time and X ,  is bounded 
by an a priori given constant A: 

Reference clocks can be implemented in various ways. 
For example in our Dependable Systems Laboratory 
two workstaiions have access to a GPS-receiver via 
a serial interface and a thread in each reference time 
server p periodically reads the current time provided 
by the GPS-receiver to  determine the difference d be- 
tween reference time and p's hardware clock. The cur- 
rent value of p's reference clock is defined by the sum 
of the current value of p's hardware clock plus the 
last computed difference value d. In our system the 
maximum deviation A between a reference clock and 
reference time is more than 10 milliseconds. A hard- 
ware implementation of reference clocks could reduce 
this differenm to a few microseconds. 

Clock synchronization algorithms do not directly 
synchronize the local hardware clocks of network 
nodes. Instead, they introduce the concept of virtual 
clocks maintained by time servers. Our goal will be 
t o  ensure thatt virtual clocks are both internally and 
externally synchronized. In particular, each reference 
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time server provides a virtual clock for its local clients 
instead of maintaining only a reference clock. This 
is necessary, to provide internally synchronized clocks 
with (1 )  a maximum deviation independent of A, and 
(2) irrespective of the number of failed reference time 
servers. The virtual clock of time server p E P is rep- 
resented by a mapping Cp : R I  + C I .  The value 
CP( t )  is determined by adding to the local hardware 
clock H P ( t )  a periodically updated adjustment value. 

2.2 Remote Clock Readings 

Each time server has to  estimate the values dis- 
played by all other virtual clocks and reference clocks, 
to  adjust its own virtual clock. This estimation is 
performed by making use of a remote clock reading 
method. The reading method allows each time server 
p to  estimate the value displayed by a remote virtual 
clock C, when p’s own virtual clock reads some given 
time T .  We use C,(T, p )  to  denote p’s approximation 
of q’s clock and adopt the convention of denoting t the 
real-time when p’s virtual clock reads T :  T = CP(t). 
We assume that the remote clock reading error pro- 
vided by the reading method above is bounded by an 
a priori given constant A, to be called the maxamum 
clock reading error: for any two  time servers p and q 
correct a t  t ,  the clock reading error is bounded b y  

IC,(t> - C,(T,P)l i A. 
The reading method can also be used to estimate 

remote reference clocks. We denote with X,(T ,  p )  the 
approximation of reference clock X ,  by a time server 
p when p’s local time is T. We assume that the read- 
ing error for remote reference clocks is bounded by the 
same constant A: for any time server p and any refer- 
ence time server q both correct a t  t ,  the clock reading 
error is bounded by  

IX&) - ‘q(T,P)I 5 A. 
The execution of the reading method takes time. 

We assume that any remote reading terminates in at 
most R D  clock time units. In other terms, RD(1+ p )  
real-time units are sufficient to  read any remote virtual 
or reference clock. We a m m e  that each process can 
read its hardware clock and each reference timer server 
can read its reference clock with a negligible reading 
error. 

2.3 Failure Model 

We assume that the failures experienced by hard- 
ware clocks, reference clocks and processes are arbi- 
trary. By definition, a correct process has a correct 
hardware clock and a correct reference time server has 
a correct reference clock. For simplicity, we assume 

that failed processes do not recover. Thus, we do not 
discuss the reintegration of recovered processes. We 
also assume that communication is reliable, so that 
the reading method (which depends on messages for 
reading remote clocks) always provides a reading error 
smaller than A.  This avoids discussing clock reading 
failures which occur when a correct time server p esti- 
mates a remote virtual or reference clock of a correct 
time server q with an error greater than A. Meth- 
ods for making synchronization algorithms tolerant to 
remote clock reading failures are discussed in [4]. 

3 Requirements 

After introducing our system model, we can define 
internal and external clock synchronization more pre- 
cisely. Let to denote the earliest point in real-time for 
which the virtual clocks must be internally synchro- 
nized. The first objective of an internal clock synchro- 
nization algorithm is to  bound the deviation between 
any two correct virtual clocks by a constant 6 to be 
called the maximum internal deviation: for  any two 
processes p and q that are correct at real-tame t 2 to :  

The second goal is to  bound the drift rate of virtual 
clocks from real-time by a constant p,<<l. The max- 
imum discontinuity, D, of virtual clocks accounts for 
the granularity and the adjustments of virtual clocks. 
Thus, the second requirement is expressed as follows: 
for any process p that is correct in interval [t, U ] ,  where 

ICP(t) - CP(t)I i 6. 

t o  5 t 5 U: 

(l-pu) (u-t)-D<cp (u)-Cp (t)<( l+p, )(U-t)+o. 
An internal clock synchronization algorithm is cor- 

rect when it satisfies both of the above requirements. 
A correct external clock synchronization algorithms 

has to  bound the deviation between a correct virtual 
clock and reference time by an a priori given constant 
E ,  to  be called the maximum external deviation: for 
any process p that is correct a t  time t ,  

ICP(t) - tl I 6. 

4 Lower and Upper Bounds 

In this section we derive a lower and an upper 
bound for the number of reference time servers needed 
to  provide externally synchronized clocks. We assume 
that there exists at least one correct non-reference 
timeserver, and that, a t  any time, the number of faulty 
reference time servers is bounded b y  F (FAl). 

In systems without access to  reference time and 
without message authentication at least 3F+1 time 
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servers are needed to  guarantee internal clock syn- 
chronization despite F arbitrary time server failures 
[5]. We show below that at least 2F+1 reference time 
servers are needed to guarantee that the virtual clocks 
of non-reference time servers are externally synchro- 
nized. The reason for the difference in the number of 
time servers needed to mask F failures in internal and 
external synchronization is the following: (1)  Inter- 
nal clock synchronization without access to reference 
time servers requires a protocol similar to  a Byzan- 
tine agreement protocol which requires 3F+1 nodes. 
(2) Correct reference time servers approximately agree 
on the current time by receiving external reference 
time signals. This allows non-reference time servers 
to agree approximately on the current time without 
the need to  communicate between each other. 

Note that the 2F+1 lower bound is not necessar- 
ily valid for systems in which the failure semantics of 
reference time servers is stronger. For example, if the 
reference time servers can only crash, the tight lower 
bound for the total number of reference time servers 
needed to provide external clock synchronization de- 
spite F faulty reference time servers would be F+1. 
To understand why this is so, let us assume that the 
clock reading method returns an error when a process 
tries to read the reference clock of a crashed reference 
time server (in our system model this can be easily im- 
plemented). Then F+1 reference servers are sufficient 
to guarantee external synchronization of non-reference 
time servers. Indeed, at any time t ,  at least one refer- 
ence time server is correct and each non-reference time 
server p can periodically read all reference clocks and 
use the reading of a non-crashed reference time server 
to  adjust its virtual clock. F+l is a lower bound be- 
cause, if the total number of reference servers is F and 
all F can crash, a non-reference time server obviously 
cannot synchronize its clock to reference time. 

4.1 Upper Bound 

We first show that 2F+1 is an upper bound for 
the number of reference time servers needed to  guar- 
antee external synchronization despite F faulty refer- 
ence servers by proposing an algorithm ECS which 
achieves external synchronization for 2F+1 reference 
time servers. The intuition behind ECS is as follows. 
In this algorithm, each non-reference server p reads all 
reference clocks and then sorts these approximations 
in increasing order in an array x[O::fvR-l]. Amongst 
the F+l smallest reference clock values in X there 
must be correct reference clock value, say in position 
1 E [O,F]. Similarly, amongst the highest F+l ref- 
erence values in X there is a correct one, say in PO- 

Time A = 0, ~ [ N R ] ,  T; 
function Time C() { return H() + A; } 
function void synchronizer () { 

forever { 
T = C() + RD; 
parallel { Vq E PR : 

sort (X) ; 
X [ r a n W l =  4 ( T )  1 

A = A + X [ F ] - T  } } 

Figure 1 : External clock synchronization algorithm 
ECS 

sition m. Since both the values X[1] and X[m] are 
correct, in the sense of being within a given constant 
of reference time, it follows that any value of the array 
between positions 1 and m, in particular X [ F ] ,  is also 
correct. Thus, if each process p sets its virtual clock to  
the F + l t h  smallest reference clock reading, all virtual 
clocks will be externally synchronized. 

The detaiiled algorithm is given in Figure 1 in a C- 
like notation. The virtual clock C, of p is implemented 
by the function C (line 2). It is defined by the sum of 
the current value of p's hardware clock (returned by 
the function H ( ) )  and the current value of the adjust- 
ment variable A. Process p adjusts its virtual clock by 
recalculating its adjustment variable A in an endless 
loop (lines 41-8). It estimates the clocks of all refer- 
ence time servers for the time given by variable T.  By 
hypothesis, the constant RD denotes the maximum 
clock-time it takes to  execute the remote clock read- 
ing of all reference clocks performed in line 6. The 
estimations of the reference clocks are computed in 
parallel and istored in array X (line 6). Function rank 
assigns to  each reference time server a unique number 
between 0 and NR - 1, where NR is the total number 
of reference time servers. The function call sort(X)  
sorts the entries of array X (line 7) in non-decreasing 
order. In line 8 the adjustment variable is updated 
such that the value of p's virtual clock is changed from 
T to X [ F ] .  If the adjustment value A is updated at 
least every r,,,, real time units, the maximum exter- 
nal deviation of virtual clocks provided by the ECS 
algorithm is at most E = A + A + pr,,, . 

executes algorithm ECS: 

The proof of this theorem and all other theorems can 
be found in [3]. 

A 

Theorem (lT1): For any process p correct a t  t that 

IC&) - tl I 6 
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4.2 Lower Bound 

Lower Bound Theorem ( L B ) :  There is no correct 
external clock synchronization algorithm capable of 
masking F faulty reference time servers if the total 
number of  reference time servers is not greater than 
2F. 

The intuition behind the the lower bound theorem 
is as follows. When less than 2F+1 reference time 
servers are available, for any synchronization algc- 
rithm that claims to achieve external synchronization 
it is possible to  find two indistinguishable executions 
in which the set of reference time servers is partitioned 
into two sets P and Q with each containing at most 
F reference time servers. In one execution P contains 
all correct reference time servers and Q contains all 
faulty ones, while in the other execution the situation 
is reversed. The executions can be chosen such that 
the reference clocks in each set always show the same 
value, but there is a small drift between two reference 
clocks that belong to the different sets P and Q. For 
example, let the drift rate dr of all hardware clocks 
in the system be the same, let the drift rate of the 
reference clocks in P be dr,  and let the drift rate of 
the reference clocks in Q be dr + p.  Set dr=O in the 
first execution, i.e. the reference time servers in P are 
correct and the ones in Q are faulty. In the second 
execution let dr=-p, i.e. the reference time servers in 
P are faulty and the ones in Q are correct. The de- 
viation between the reference clocks of P and Q will 
eventually be greater than any given bound, thus each 
non-reference time server p has eventually to decide to 
which of the two sets it should synchronize its clock. 
We show that this decision cannot always be done cor- 
rectly: if the decision is is to synchronize towards P 
and the algorithm actually experiences the second ex- 
ecution, i.e. the decision is wrong, similarly, if the 
decision is towards Q and the algorithm experiences 
the first execution the decision will be equally wrong. 
Thus, less than 2F+1 reference clocks are not enough 
for achieving external clock synchronization despite up 
to  F faulty reference clocks. 

5 Optimal External Clock Synchro- 
nization 

We now give lower bounds for the maximum ex- 
ternal deviation E ,  the maximum discontinuity G and 
the drift rate pw of externally synchronized clocks. Be- 
cause of space restrictions we have to limit ourselves 
to  give the lower bounds without the intuitions and 
proofs. More details can be found in [3]. 

First, we give a lower bound for the maximum ex- 
ternal deviation achievable by any external clock syn- 
chronization algorithm A .  We use the following as- 
sumptions in the derivation of this bound: 

A virtual clock of a correct non-reference time 
server p is adjusted at least every T,,, time units, 
that is, in each execution of A ,  p’s virtual clock is 
updated at least every rmaX time units and there 
exists an execution for which it is adjusted exactly 
every rmax time units. 

Constants A and A are tight: we can assume that 
there exists an execution for which the reference 
clocks are A apart from real-time and all clock 
reading errors are A. 

Theorem (LB1): The maximum external deviation of 
virtual clocks of non-reference time servers is a t  least 

A 
Copt  = A + A + prmax. 

Definition: An external clock synchronization al- 
gorithm A is called optimal, if the maximum external 
deviation achieved by A is C o p t  = A + A + prmax. 

Second, we show that the drift rate of externally 
synchronized clocks is zero, i.e. ppI = 0. Let non- 
reference time server p be correct a t  times t ,  s such 
that t > s. By requirement external deviation: 
ICP(t) - - t (  5 E and ICp(s) - S I  5 E ,  thus: 
(t - s )  - 2E 5 (t - E )  - ( s  + E )  5 CP(t) - Cp(s)  

< (t Jr €) - ( s  - E )  = (t - s )  + 2E. 
This shows t h a t t h e  drift rate of externally synchro- 
nized clocks is zero. We also derive a lower bound for 
the maximum discontinuity: 

Theorem (LB2):  The maximum discontinuity of ez- 
ternally synchronized clocks is  at  least Go = 2copt. A 

All externally synchronized clocks are also in- 
ternally synchronized, since the deviation between 
the virtual clocks of two correct non-reference time 
servers, the maximum discontinuity and the drift rate 
are bounded by constants. The deviation between two 
externally synchronized clocks is trivially bounded by 
2 ~ ,  i.e. 6 5 26. Furthermore, we showed that the drift 
rate pw of externally synchronized clocks is zero and 
the maximum discontinuity G is at most 2 ~ .  

6 Gracefully Degradable External 
Clock Synchronization 

We propose a clock synchronization algorithm CS 
that achieves external clock synchronization for as 
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long as less than half of the reference time servers suf- 
fer arbitrary failures and degrades to providing only 
internal clock synchronization when half or more of 
the reference time servers suffer arbitrary failures. 

The intuition behind the proposed algorithm is as 
follows. The virtual clocks are synchronized in rounds 
at least every r,,, time units and initially they are at 
most A + A apart from real-time. Since the lenght of 
a round is bounded by r,,, real-time units, a hard- 
ware clock can drift from real-time by at most pr,,, 
during one round. The midpoint of the interval con- 
taining exactly all correct virtual clocks at the end 
of a round is therefore at most A + A + pr,,, apart 
from real-time. Processes use an approximation A P  
of this midpoint which is also at most A + A + pr,,, 
apart from real-time. Furthermore, processes can ap- 
proximate real-time with an error of at most A + A. 
Therefore, a non-reference time server p only needs to  
adjust its AP towards its approximation of real-time 
by at most pr,,, to  guarantee that p's clock when 
set to the modified A P  is at most A + A apart from 
real-time. This allows optimal external synchroniza- 
tion when a majority of the reference time servers is 
correct. The maximum internal deviation of the clocks 
is always close to  the best possible deviation achiev- 
able by an internal clock synchronization algorithm, 
because approximation A P  is only slightly changed 
and therefore the errors introduced by too many de- 
fect reference time servers is limited. 

6.1 Algorithm CS 

Figure 2 shows algorithm CS which is executed by 
each non-reference time server. The virtual clock of 
any time server is implemented by the function C. 
This defines a virtual clock as the sum of the hardware 
clock and the value of an adjustment variable A .  The 
algorithm is initialized by the function init (line 5-8). 
The function InitialAdjustement determines the initial 
adjustment value A and the local time T at which the 
virtual clock has to  be adjusted for the first time. All 
processes agree on the local times when they synchro- 
nize their clocks: correct processes synchronize their 
clocks at local times T ,  T + P I T  + 2P, ... . The ad- 
justments of the virtual clocks is done by the function 
synchronizer. To bound the maximum external and 
internal deviation, the execution of the synchronizer 
function is scheduled every P (local) time units. We 
denote the maximum real-time distance between two 
successive adjustments by constant r,,,. The first 
execution of the function synchronizer is scheduled at 
time T - RD (line 7), since the reading of remote 
clocks can take up to  RD time units. 

Time A = 0, T; 
function Time C() { return H() + A; } 
function void init () { 

(A,T) = InitialAdjustementO; 
schedule (synchronizer, P ,  T - RD);  } 

Time x[NR], Y[NN], midX, midY; 
'Time M = p * r,,,; 
parbegin { 

function void synchronizer() { 

Vr E PR : X[runk(r )]  = XT(T);  
V p  E PN : Y[rank(p)]  = C,(T); 

} parend 
sort (X); sort (Y); 

imidY =0.5min{T-A,Y[F~]j + 
if (ImidX - midY I < M )  

else 

lmidX = X[FR]+x[NR-FR-11 .  
2 

0.5max{T+A,Y[N~ - FN - 11); 

A = A + m i d X - T ;  

A=A+midY+sig(midX-midY)*M-T; 
' ~ = T + P ;  1 

Figure 2: Clock Synchronization Algorithm CS 

The function synchronizer reads all virtual and ref- 
erence clocks in parallel (line 9-12). The remote clock 
reading function C, estimates p's virtual clock of the 
current round. The estimations of the virtual clocks 
and the reference clocks at  time T are stored in ar- 
rays Y and X .  Arrays Y and X are sorted in non- 
decreasing order by a call to  function sort (line 13). 
Variable midX is set to  the fault-tolerant midpoint [8] 
of array X (line 14). Therefore, midX is at most A+A 
apart from real-time at time T whenever at most F of 
the reference time servers are faulty. Variable midY 
is set to  the A extended fault-tolerant midpoint func- 
tion introduced in [4] to decrease the distance between 
midY and real-time. 

We will show that the value of midY is at most A +  
A + pr,,, atpart from reference time at time T .  The 
adjustment towards midX can therefore be restricted 
by prmaz to guarantee a maximum external deviation 
of A + A + ior,,, (line 16-20). The signum function 
sig returns 1 when its argument is positive, zero when 
its argument is zero, and -1 when its argument is 
negative (line 19). Variable T is adjusted for the next 
execution of synchronizer in line 20. 
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6.2 Analysis of Algorithm CS 

To simplify the analysis of algorithm CS,  let us 
assume that the estimation of remote clocks (line 9- 
12) terminates when the local virtual clock shows T 
and that the execution time of the remaining state- 
ments of the function syzcbronizer is negligible. We 
represent the values taken in time by the variables of 
algorithm CS by sequences. The points in real-time 
when process p adjusts its clock is denoted by sequence 
( t i ) .  Time t k  denotes the real-time when all correct 
processes have just synchronized their virtual clocks: 
t k  k maz{ t i  1 p correct at time t i } .  For round k and 
a correct process p ,  the adjustment value computed 
for variable A is denoted by A i .  Process p's k+l-th 
round starts when process p's adjustment variable is 
changed from Ai to  Ai+' at time ti+'. At the end of 
every round all correct processes try to  estimate the 
values of all clocks. The rounds of different processes 
can overlap: a process can start round k + 1 while 
another process is still in round k .  Process p always 
approximates all remote virtual clocks with respect to 
the adjustment values of its current round k .  To cap- 
ture this, we use the well-known concept of a round 
clock: process p's round clock for k is defined as 

C,k(t) H P ( t )  + A ;  

Process p's virtual clock Cp( t )  in interval [ti,t,"+'[ is 
defined by p's clock for round k: 

CP(t )  e ~pk(t) f o r  t: 5 t < t i+' .  (2) 
Process p's sorted estimations of the reference 

clocks and the k-th round clocks at the end of round k 
are represented by the arrays of clock values Xp" and 
yd". The values of variables T ,  midX,  and midY at 
the end of round k of process p are denoted by T i ,  
m i d x i ,  and midUk, respectively. 

To prove the correctness of algorithm CS we as- 
sume that the clocks are initially synchronized and we 
constrain the interleaving of synchronization rounds. 
Furthermore, we have to constrain the number of 
faulty time servers. 

6.2.1 Initialization 

We require that, a t  the start of round k = 0,  the 
external deviation be bounded by A + A and the in- 
ternal deviation be bounded by 65, where 6s denotes 
the maximal internal deviation between correct clocks 
at the start of a new round (see section 6.4). For any 
processes p , q  correct at real-time t o ,  

ICp(to) - t o /  5 A + A A ICp(to) - Cq(to))l 5 6s . 

6.2.2 Interval Constraints 

To bound the maximum internal and external devia- 
tion, the length of a clock synchronization round must 
be bounded: For any process p that is correct at ti+', 

r,in 5 ti+' - ti 5 rmam. 
The real-time delay between the beginning of the 

same synchronization round for different processes 
must also be bounded; For a n y  processes p and  q cor- 
rect at t i  and t f ,  respectively, 

Itf - til 5 P. 
The overlap of rounds is restricted by requiring that 

P 5 rmin. 

6.2.3 Failure Assumptions 

We analyze algorithm CS for two failure hypotheses 
FS1 and FS2: 

(FSI): The number of non-reference time servers 
suffering arbitrary failures is bounded by FN and the 
number of reference servers suffering arbitrary failures 
is bounded by FR. 

(FS2): The number of non-reference servers suffer- 
ing arbitrary failures is bounded by FN.  

We assume that the number of reference time 
servers NR is a t  least ~ F R  + 1 for hypothesis (FSl), 
while NE is not constrained for failure assumption 
(FS2). The number of non-reference time servers is 
required to be at least ~ F N  + 1 [ 5 ] .  

6.3 Analysis for Failure Hypothesis FS1 

Lemma (Ll): VkVp E PN : p correct at ti+' --+ 

ImidX,k - ti+' I 5 A + A. 

Lemma ( ~ 2 ) :  V k ~ p  E PN : p correct ut t i  --+ 

lC,k( t ,k)- t ; I<A+A. 

We can conclude from lemma (L2) that algorithm 
CS is correct and that the maximum external devia- 
tion is bounded by E = A + A + pr,,,. 

Theorem (T2): For any non-reference time server 
p correct at time t :  

A 

IC&) - tl L E .  

6.4 Analysis for Failure Assumptions FS2 

We now show that the internal deviation of virtual 
clocks remains bounded even if half or more of the ref- 
erence time servers suffer arbitrary failures. The lower 
bound theorem shows that external synchronization 
cannot be guaranteed for failure assumptions FS2. We 
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show that the maximum internal deviation is always 
bounded by 6 e 4A + 9prmaX + 2pp by first showing 
that the maximum deviation at  the start of a round is 
bounded by 6s = 4A + 6 ~ ~ m a z  + 2pp. 

Lemma (L3): For any non-reference time servers p 
and q that are correct at t k :  

A 

ICp(tk) - Cq(tk)l i 6s. 

From Lemma (L3) we can prove that the maximum 

Theorem (T3): For any non-reference time servers 
internal deviation is bounded by 6. 

p and q correct at t :  
ICP(t) - Cq(t)l 5 6. 

7 Conclusion 

We explored the problem of integrating internal 
and external clock synchronization by a single algo- 
rithm: how to provide external clock synchronization 
when a suficient number of reference time servers are 
correct and degrade to internal clock synchronization 
when the number of faulty reference clocks becomes 
too large. We derived a lower bound for the number 
of reference time servers needed to achieve external 
synchronization: a t  least 2 F  + 1 reference time servers 
are needed to mask F arbitrarily faulty reference time 
servers. 

We derived lower bounds for the external deviation 
E ,  the drift rate of virtual clocks pv and the maximum 
discontinuity G achievable by any external clock syn- 
chronization algorithm. The proposed fault-tolerant 
external clock synchronization algorithm is optimal in 
the sense that it achieves the provably minimum exter- 
nal deviation, drift rate, and maximum discontinuity 
whenever more than half of the reference time servers 
are correct. This algorithm is also optimal with re- 
spect to the number of reference time servers needed 
to guarantee external clock synchronization and the 
drift rate of virtual clocks when at least half of the 
reference time server suffer arbitrary failures. The 
bound for the internal deviation (4A + 9prmus + 2pP) 
is very close to the optimal maximum internal clock 
synchronization of 4A+4prmax [6] achievable by a con- 
vergence function based internal clock synchronization 
algorithm [9]. The drift rate of the virtual clocks is in 
this case bounded by two times the maximum drift 
rate of hardware clocks, i.e. pv 5 2p.  

When a majority of the reference time servers is 
correct, the proposed external clock synchronization 
algorithm achieves the following properties. The max- 

imum exterinal deviation is bounded by E = A + A + 
prmuz, the drift rate pv is zero, and the maximum 
discontinuity G is 2 ~ .  The maximum internal de- 
viation 6 is independently bounded by 6 s 26 and 
6 5 411 + 9/jlrmaz + 2pP. Thus, if the error in reading 
reference clocks is large, a tight internal synchroniza- 
tion is still achievable. 
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